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IMPACT REPORT
TO THE COMMUNITY

RunningBrooke is dedicated to getting Alexandria’s children physically active
to spark happier, healthier, learning-ready students. Backed by science,
RunningBrooke’s innovative Move2Learn program encompasses four areas:
funding for before, during, and after school movement programs; Move2Learn
Toolkits and Teacher Trainings; Move2Learn Educational Summits; and
neighborhood-changing community playgrounds. This plan of action ensures
tens of thousands of children reap the emotional, physical, and academic
benefits of being physically active.

28

PROGRAMS

$194,640 AWARDED to 28 school
and nonprofit programs to get
13,956 KIDS active

22

91.9%

*Move2Learn
Programs
*Move2Learn
Programming, Grants,
and Playgrounds

Move2Learn programs
are in ALL 18 of Alexandria’s
public schools

8.1%
Overhead

22 teachers are getting kids
active with wiggle cushions,
tap shoes, and more with
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MORE THAN 100 teachers are

using Move2Learn toolkits and
training to create active classrooms

“Girls on the Run NOVA has benefited
greatly through our ongoing partnership
with RunningBrooke and Move2Learn.
Having such a long-standing relationship
has allowed us to truly focus on the girls
in Alexandria City who would not have
access to high quality youth development
programming without access to financial
aid options.”
– Katey Comerford
Executive Director, Girls on the Run, NOVA

“RunningBrooke has been instrumental in
our mission to make our school a movement
minded culture. I believe that we are on the
brink of a movement revolution, truly, and
I can’t wait to see where the journey takes
us. Thank you!”
– April Rodgers
PE Teacher

“We have begun to use movement breaks
in our hour-long Reading Workshop
block. The breaks have notably increased
students’ reading stamina, improving
their ability to read independently. This is
particularly significant, as research shows
that this independent reading time is the
key to closing the gap between below and
on-level readers.”
– Kristi Altieri
1st Grade Teacher
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